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This competition is designed for primary schools to allow them to run an event for 
their pupils to allow them to compete against other schools. The event can be completed
in your own time and at your own pace. The competition is designed to be very simple 
and inclusive so that everyone who joins in will earn points for their class and school 
year. The simple events will allow everyone who is joining in to achieve, even if they do 
not excel at football.

Each child will take place in 4 very simple events in passing, dribbling, shooting and 
running with the ball. There scores will be collated and go towards the class, year group and 
school overall score. Everything is documented in a guide as well as easy to follow videos to make the 
competition easy for teachers to set up and run. 

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST BY CLICKING HERE

Each child in class will compete in 4 events, they will receive a score in each event that
will convert to TSC tokens depending on how well they do. All players receive at least
1 token for taking part, so they will all contribute.

Each player will receive a total amount of tokens, which then give a class average. If there
are multiple classes in a year then you will get a year group average. Year groups in each 
district will compete against each other for a trophy, with the highest average year group
score receiving the prize. There are seprate competitions for every year group.

For those schools who want to go more in depth we have also included some sample
lesson plan videos and guides, as well as technique videos.

The technique videos will give you the key coaching points to help players improve on
their passing, dribbling, shooting and running with the ball. The lesson plans will give
you some basic ideas on how you can set up a practice for players to learn these 
techniques before taking part in the competition. This makes the competition more
than just a small event, if you want to it can become a set of lessons.

Each school will be sent a very simple excel spreadsheet, this will allow you to input results easily and the sheet will do
all the calculations for the competition for you. All results will be published on a league table on the TSC website. This can then
set scores that each school can try to beat every year that we run the competition. As well as this, you can see how you compete
against schools in other districts. These will include the average school scores, year groups scores and class scores for everyone  
that competes.

We will also have a hall of fame of the highest scoring players (this will be represented by initials for safeguarding reasons). All 
schools will be sent pdf certi�cates that can be printed for students that have taken part.

Square size is: 

Exactly 2m x 2m forall age groups

 1 full lap around the circuit equals 1 dribbling point.


